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Abstract. XQuery is a typed, functional language for querying XML,
currently being designed by the XML Query Working Group of the
World-Wide Web Consortium. Here are examples of XQuery queries on
a suitable XML document describing books. To list titles of all books
published before 2000 you might write:

document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK[@YEAR < 2000]/TITLE

To list the year and title of all books published before 2000 you might
write:

for $book in document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK

where $book/@YEAR < 2000

return <BOOK>{ $book/@YEAR, $book/TITLE }</BOOK>

And to list for each author the titles of all books by that author you
might write:

let $books := document("books.xml")/BOOKS

for $author in distinct($books/BOOK/AUTHOR) return

<AUTHOR NAME="{ $author }">{

$books/BOOK[AUTHOR = $author]/TITLE

}</AUTHOR>

1 Introduction

XQuery is a typed, functional language for querying XML. These notes provide
an introduction to XQuery and related XML standards.

XQuery is currently being designed by the XML Query Working Group of
the World-Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The design is currently in flux. The
design is expressed in a number of documents, including a prose specification [1],
a formal semantics [2], and a library of functions and operators [3]. Introductions
to the formal semantics have been written by Fernández, Siméon, and Wadler
[16, 15].



XQuery is closely related to other standards for XML. These include XML
itself [4, 5], XML Namespaces [6], XML Schema [7], XML Stylesheet Transfor-
mations (XSLT) [8, 9], and XPath [10, 11]. XPath includes a common core of
material included in XQuery, XSLT, and another standard, XPointer [12], and
the continued development of XPath is under the joint management of the XML
Query and XML Stylesheet working groups.

The XQuery standard includes multiple conformance levels: an XQuery im-
plementation may choose whether or not to support XML Schema, and whether
or not to enforce static typing. The discussion here is for a version of XQuery
that supports XML Schema and static typing.

The ideas presented here have been developed jointly by the XML Query
Working Group. Special thanks are due to my colleagues Mary Fernández and
Jérôme Siméon.

Since the design of XQuery is in flux, consult the current version of the stan-
dard for the latest version. All opinions expressed are my own. Other members
of the XML Query Working Group may hold different opinions. (Some certainly
do!)

2 XQuery by example

To get started, here are three examples of XQuery queries. Assume you have an
XML document describing books — the format of this document is discussed
further below. To list titles of all books published before 2000 you might write:

document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK[@YEAR < 2000]/TITLE

To list the year and title of all books published before 2000 you might write:

for $book in document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK
where $book/@YEAR < 2000
return <BOOK>{ $book/@YEAR, $book/TITLE }</BOOK>

And to list for each author the titles of all books by that author you might write:

let $books := document("books.xml")/BOOKS
for $author in distinct($books/BOOK/AUTHOR) return
<AUTHOR NAME="{ $author }">{
$books/BOOK[AUTHOR = $author]/TITLE

}</AUTHOR>

3 XQuery data model

Here is a sample XML document describing books, suitable as input to the above
queries.



<BOOKS>
<BOOK YEAR="1999 2003">
<AUTHOR>Abiteboul</AUTHOR>
<AUTHOR>Buneman</AUTHOR>
<AUTHOR>Suciu</AUTHOR>
<TITLE>Data on the Web</TITLE>
<REVIEW>A <EM>fine</EM> book.</REVIEW>

</BOOK>
<BOOK YEAR="2002">
<AUTHOR>Buneman</AUTHOR>
<TITLE>XML in Scotland</TITLE>
<REVIEW><EM>The <EM>best</EM> ever!</EM></REVIEW>

</BOOK>
</BOOKS>

XML data tends to come in two styles, database-like and document-like. The
above has aspects of both. This dual nature of XML is one of its more interesting
aspects. (There is an old Saturday Night Live routine: “It’s a floor wax! It’s a
dessert topping! It’s both!” XML is similar. “It’s a database! It’s a document!
It’s both!”)

XML data often resembles a database. Listing a year, an author, a title, and
a review for each book is reminiscent of the columns in a relational database.
However, the use of multiple author elements for a single book differs from the
traditional relational approach, which would either have a single author entry
with an array of authors, or a separate table relating books to authors.

XML data often resembles a document. Using markup to indicate emphasis
in a review is typical of documents such as HTML. Note the recursive use of
emphasis in the second review, where an enthusiastic reviewer has marked the
entire review as emphasized, then further emphasized one word of it.

XML is a notation for writing trees. Below is the representation we use to
describe the tree corresponding to the XML document above, after validation
against its XML Schema, which is given below.

document {
element BOOKS of type BOOKS-TYPE {
element BOOK of type BOOK-TYPE {
attribute YEAR of type INTEGER-LIST { 1999, 2003 },
element AUTHOR of type xs:string { "Abiteboul" },
element AUTHOR of type xs:string { "Buneman" },
element AUTHOR of type xs:string { "Suciu" },
element TITLE of type xs:string { "Data on the Web" },
element REVIEW of type INLINE {
text { "A " },
element EM of type INLINE { text { "fine" } },
text { " book." }

}
}



element BOOK {
attribute YEAR of type INTEGER-LIST { 2002 },
element AUTHOR of type xs:string { "Buneman" },
element TITLE of type xs:string { "XML in Scotland" },
element REVIEW of type INLINE {
element EM of type INLINE {
text { "The " },
element EM of type INLINE { text { "best" } },
text { " ever!" }

}
}

}
}

}

Here the leaves of the tree are either strings (enclosed in quotes) or integers (not
in quotes), and the nodes of the tree are labeled as document, element, attribute,
or text nodes. Each element and attribute node is labeled with a type; the source
of these types is the XML Schema.

Since the purpose of XML is as a notation for data interchange, one would
expect the mapping from XML into the corresponding tree to be trivial. Alas, it
is not. In the above, we ignored whitespace between elements. How can one tell
where whitespace is and is not significant? We mapped the first YEAR attribute
to a list of two integers (1999, 2003). How can one know that this is the cor-
rect interpretation, rather than a string ("1999 2003"), or a list of two strings
("1999", "2003")? This information, too, comes from the XML Schema, which
we describe next.

4 XML Schema

The expected format of an XML document can be described with an XML
Schema. From the schema one can determine the expected structure of the
markup, and what datatype (if any) is associated with character data.

Typically, XML input consists of both a document and a schema that should
be used to validate that document. Validation does three things. First, it checks
that the document has the format indicated by the schema. Second, it labels the
internal representation of the document with the type specified by the schema.
Among other things, this resolves the questions of determining when whitespace
is significant, and of distinguishing between strings and integers. Third, it may
supply default values for omitted attributes. (We don’t deal with the third point
further here.)

In many contexts, the intended XML Schema is known, and only the docu-
ment is supplied. There are also conventions by which an XML document can
indicate an associated XML Schema. It may also be that there is no Schema,
this is discussed further below.

Here is a Schema for the document described in the preceding section.



<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xs:element name="BOOKS" type="BOOKS-TYPE"/>
<xs:complexType name="BOOKS-TYPE">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="BOOK" type="BOOKS-TYPE"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="BOOK-TYPE">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="AUTHOR" type="xs:string"

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<xs:element name="TITLE" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="REVIEW" type="INLINE"

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="YEAR" type="INTEGER-LIST"
use="optional"/>

</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="INLINE" mixed="true">
<xs:choice minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:element name="EM" type="INLINE"/>
<xs:element name="BOLD" type="INLINE"/>

</xs:choice>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:simpleType name="INTEGER-LIST">
<xs:list itemType="xs:integer"/>

</xs:simpleType>
</xs:schema>

Validating the document of the previous section against the above schema yields
the data model presented in the previous section.

The above schema contains one element declaration, three complex type dec-
larations, and one simple type declaration.

– The BOOKS element has type BOOKS-TYPE.
– The BOOKS-TYPE type contains a sequence of zero or more elements with

name BOOK of type BOOK-TYPE.
– The BOOK-TYPE type contains a sequence consisting of:

• A TITLE element of type string.
• One or more AUTHOR elements of type string.
• An optional REVIEW element of type INLINE.
• An optional YEAR attribute of type INTEGER-LIST.

– The INLINE type contains text nodes and any number of either EM or BOLD
elements, both of which themselves have type INLINE.

– The INTEGER-LIST type contains a sequence of (zero or more) integers.



The XQuery formal semantics includes an alternative notation for represent-
ing schemas, which is more readable, more compact, and more uniform. The
above schema is written in this notation as follows.

define element BOOKS of type BOOKS-TYPE
define type BOOKS-TYPE {
element BOOK of type BOOK-TYPE *

}
define type BOOK-TYPE {
attribute YEAR of type INTEGER-LIST ? ,
element AUTHOR of type xs:string + ,
element TITLE of type xs:string ,
element REVIEW of type INLINE ?

}
define type INLINE mixed {
( element EM of type INLINE |
element BOLD of type INLINE ) *

}
define type INTEGER-LIST {
xs:integer *

}

The formal semantics notation utilizes a number of conventions familiar from
regular expressions: comma (,) for sequencing, bar (|) for alternation, query (?)
for optional, plus (+) for one or more, star (*) for zero or more. In the above,
the line element BOOK of type BOOK-TYPE * is parsed as (element BOOK of
type BOOK-TYPE) *.

The formal semantics notation is more uniform than Schema notation.
Schema uses minOccurs and maxOccurs to indicate whether an element is op-
tional or repeated, uses optional or required to indicated whether an attribute
is optional, and uses list to indicate that a value of simple type is repeated.
The formal semantics notation uses regular expression occurrence indicators (?,
+, *) for all these purposes.

There is an older way to specify the structure of XML documents, called a
Document Type Definition (DTD), which is part of the original XML specifica-
tion [4, 5]. There are also a number of alternative proposals for specifying the
structure and datatypes of XML documents, notably Relax NG [13, 14]. Both
DTDs and the compact syntax for Relax NG use a regular expression notation
similar to that in the XQuery formal semantics.

Part of the XQuery formal semantics is a detailed explanation of validation,
and its relationship to type matching. For an introduction to this theory (in-
cluding a surprisingly simple theorem that relates validation to type matching)
see Siméon and Wadler’s POPL paper [16].

5 Projection

Here is a query that lists all authors of all books.



document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK/AUTHOR
⇒
<AUTHOR>Abiteboul</AUTHOR>,
<AUTHOR>Buneman</AUTHOR>,
<AUTHOR>Suciu</AUTHOR>,
<AUTHOR>Buneman</AUTHOR>

∈
element AUTHOR of type xsd:string *

This follows the style we will use to list a query, it’s result, and the static type
inferred for its result.

There is a second way to express the same query using explicit iteration.

document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK/AUTHOR
=
let $root := document("books.xml") return
for $dot1 in $root/BOOKS return
for $dot2 in $dot1/BOOK return
$dot2/AUTHOR

Note that an associative law applies to both notations. For the XPath slash
notation we have:

BOOKS/(BOOK/AUTHOR) = (BOOKS/BOOK)/AUTHOR

And for the for notation we have:

for $dot1 in $root/BOOKS return
for $dot2 in $dot1/BOOK return
$dot2/AUTHOR

=
for $dot2 in (
for $dot1 in $root/BOOKS return
$dot1/BOOK

) return
$dot2/AUTHOR

6 Selection

Here is a query that lists titles of all books published before 2000.

document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK[@YEAR < 2000]/TITLE
⇒
<TITLE>Data on the Web</TITLE>

∈
element TITLE of type xs:string *



Note that the @YEAR attribute is bound to a sequence of integers, and that the
expression @YEAR < 2000 returns true if some integer in the sequence is smaller
that 2000.

Again, there is a second way to express the same query.

document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK[@YEAR < 2000]/TITLE
=
for $book in document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK
where $book/@YEAR < 2000
return $book/TITLE

The where clause in the above may be re-expressed as a conditional.

for $book in document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK
where $book/@YEAR < 2000
returns $book/TITLE

=
for $book in /BOOKS/BOOK returns
if $book/@YEAR < 2000 then $book/TITLE else ()

There is also a second way to express the comparison, which makes the
existential explicit.

$book/@YEAR < 2000
=
some $year in $book/@YEAR satisfies $year < 2000

The existential can itself be expressed in terms of iteration and selection.

some $year in $book/@YEAR satisfies $year < 2000
=
not(empty(
for $year in $book/@YEAR where $year < 2000 returns $year

))

Combining all the previous laws allows one to expand the original expression
into a larger expression in a smaller language.

document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK[@YEAR < 2000]/TITLE
=
let $root := document("books.xml") return
for $books in $root/BOOKS return
for $book in $books/BOOK return
if (
not(empty(
for $year in $book/@YEAR returns
if $year < 2000 then $year else ()

))
) then



$book/TITLE
else
()

7 Static typing issues

The static type associated with an expression may be too broad or too narrow.
Here is a query to list all books with the title “Data on the Web”.

document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK[TITLE = "Data on the Web"]
⇒
<BOOK YEAR="1999 2003">
<AUTHOR>Abiteboul</AUTHOR>
<AUTHOR>Buneman</AUTHOR>
<AUTHOR>Suciu</AUTHOR>
<TITLE>Data on the Web</TITLE>
<REVIEW>A <EM>fine</EM> book.</REVIEW>

</BOOK>
∈
element BOOK of type BOOK-TYPE *

Here the inferred type is too broad. It indicates that there will be zero or more
books, when in fact one might expect that there should be at most one book
with a given title; or even exactly one book, if we know we have supplied a valid
title. Understanding how to exploit information about keys and foreign keys in
the type system is an important open issue.

When the statically inferred type is too broad, it may be narrowed using a
“treat as” expression.

treat as element BOOK of type BOOK-TYPE (
document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK[TITLE = "Data on the Web"]

)
∈
element BOOK of type BOOK-TYPE

The purpose served by “treat as” expressions in XQuery is similar to that served
by casting in languages such as Java and C++.

For convenience, there is also a built-in function that indicates that a result
sequence will have length one.

one(/BOOKS/BOOK[TITLE = "Data on the Web"])
∈
element BOOK of type BOOK-TYPE

This allows the type to be inferred, rather than requiring all the type infor-
mation to be repeated. There are three similar convenience functions: one(),
zeroOrOne(), oneOrMore(). (As of this writing, the convenience functions have
not yet been approved by the XML Query Working Group.)



The type associated with an iteration may also be broader than you might
expect. Say we define two different elements to represent books supplied by two
different vendors, and a catalogue containing all books from the first vendor
followed by all books from the second.

define element AMAZON-BOOK of type BOOK-TYPE
define element BN-BOOK of type BOOK-TYPE
define element CATALOGUE of type CATALOGUE-TYPE
define type CATALOGUE-TYPE {
element AMAZON-BOOK * , element BN-BOOK*

}

Here is a query to list all books in the catalogue with Buneman as an author.

let $catalogue := document("catalogue.xml")/CATALOGUE
for $book in ($catalogue/AMAZON-BOOK, $catalogue/BN-BOOK)
where $book/AUTHOR = "Buneman"
return $book

∈
( element AMAZON-BOOK | element BN-BOOK )*

6⊆
element AMAZON-BOOK *, element BN-BOOK *

The typing rule for iteration assumes that the type of the bound variable is an
alternation of elements. Here, the bound variable $book is given type

element AMAZON-BOOK | element BN-BOOK

and hence the type of the iteration is as shown. This loses the information that all
of the books from the first vendor will preceed books from the second vendor. If
this information is important, it may be recovered by use of a suitable “treat as”
expression, which will test at run-time that the value has the expected structure.

treat as type CATALOGUE-TYPE (
let $catalogue := document("catalogue.xml")/CATALOGUE
for $book in ($catalogue/AMAZON-BOOK, $catalogue/BN-BOOK)
where $book/AUTHOR = "Buneman"
return $book

)
∈
element AMAZON-BOOK * , element BN-BOOK *

The best trade-off between simplicity in the definition of iteration and accuracy
of the inferred types is an important open issue.

8 Construction

Here is a query to list the year and title of all books published before 2000.



for $book in document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK
where $book/@YEAR < 2000
return <BOOK>{ $book/@YEAR, $book/TITLE }</BOOK>

⇒
<BOOK YEAR="1999 2003">
<TITLE>Data on the Web</TITLE>

</BOOK>
∈
element BOOK {
attribute YEAR { integer+ } ,
element TITLE { string }

} *

XQuery actually provides two notations for element and attribute construc-
tion. The “physical” notation looks like XML, the “logical” notation emphasizes
the underlying tree structure.

<BOOK>{ $book/@YEAR , $book/TITLE }</BOOK>
=
element BOOK { $book/@YEAR , $book/TITLE }

The XML-like notation nests arbitrarily deep, allowing brackets to splice-in val-
ues or nodes inside attributes or elements.

<BOOK YEAR="{ data($book/@YEAR) }">
<TITLE>{ data($book/TITLE) }</TITLE>

</BOOK>
=
element BOOK {
attribute YEAR { data($book/@YEAR) },
element TITLE { data($book/TITLE) }

}

The logical notation provides a way to construct an attribute in isolation,
which is not possible in the physical notation.

for $book in document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK
return
<BOOK>

if empty($book/@YEAR) then
attribute YEAR 2000

else
$book/@YEAR ,

$book/title
</BOOK>

The logical notation also provides a way to compute the name of an element
or attribute, which will be demonstrated in Section 14.



9 Grouping

A common operation for databases is grouping. In the relational world, this
often requires special support, such as the “group by” clause in SQL. The nested
structure of XQuery supports grouping naturally.

Here is a query that lists for each author the titles of all books by that author.

let $books := document("books.xml")/BOOKS
for $author in distinct($books/BOOK/AUTHOR) return
<AUTHOR NAME="{ $author }">{
$books/BOOK[AUTHOR = $author]/TITLE

}</AUTHOR>
⇒
<AUTHOR NAME="Abiteboul">
<TITLE>Data on the Web</TITLE>

</AUTHOR>,
<AUTHOR NAME="Buneman">
<TITLE>Data on the Web</TITLE>
<TITLE>XML in Scotland</TITLE>

</AUTHOR>,
<AUTHOR NAME="Suciu">
<TITLE>Data on the Web</TITLE>

</AUTHOR>

Grouping provides another example where the inferred type may be too
broad.

let $books := document("books.xml")/BOOKS
for $author in distinct($books/BOOK/AUTHOR) return
<AUTHOR NAME="{ $author }">{
$books/BOOK[AUTHOR = $author]/TITLE

}</AUTHOR>
∈
element AUTHOR {
attribute NAME { string },
element TITLE { string } *

}
6⊆
element AUTHOR {
attribute NAME { string },
element TITLE { string } +

}

As before, this may be fixed using a “treat as” expression, or using the conve-
nience function oneOrMore().



10 Join

Another common operation for databases is to join data from two relations.
Indeed, efficient expression and optimization of joins is central to the power and
popularity of databases.

Here is a revised type declaration for books.

define element BOOKS {
element BOOK *

}
define element BOOK {
element TITLE of type xs:string ,
element PRICE of type xs:decimal ,
element ISBN of type xs:string

}

Assume that Amazon and Barnes and Noble make available data in this format.
Here is a query that lists all books that are more expensive at Amazon than at
Barnes and Noble.

let $am := document("http://www.amazon.com/books.xml")/BOOKS,
$bn := document("http://www.bn.com/books.xml")/BOOKS

for $a in $am/BOOK,
$b in $bn/BOOK

where $a/ISBN = $b/ISBN
and $a/PRICE > $b/PRICE

return <BOOK>{ $a/TITLE, $a/PRICE, $b/PRICE }</BOOK>

(Because it will be easy to formulate such queries, it may be a while before
vendors make data available in such formats.)

If a similar query was formulated for a relational database, it might be im-
plemented by sorting the Amazon books and the Barnes and Noble books in
order of ISBN, then merging the resulting lists and checking the prices. It is
difficult to apply this optimization to the query above because order is signifi-
cant in XQuery. The way in which the query is written specifies that the books
should be presented in the same order that they appear in the Amazon database.
Reversing the two “for” clauses would specify that they should be in the same
order as in the Barnes and Noble database.

In fact, the user may not care about the order in which the results are com-
puted, and may wish to give the XQuery implementation flexibility to choose
an order that can be computed efficiently. This may be specified by using the
unordered expression.

unordered (
for $a in $am/BOOK,

$b in $bn/BOOK
where $a/ISBN = $b/ISBN
and $a/PRICE > $b/PRICE



return <BOOK>{ $a/TITLE, $a/PRICE, $b/PRICE }</BOOK>
)

In general, the expression unordered(Expr) may return any permutation of the
sequence returned by Expr.

Often, the user wants the result to be sorted in a particular order. In the
query above, one may want the answer to be sorted with the titles in alphabetic
order.

for $a in $am/BOOK,
$b in $bn/BOOK

where $a/ISBN = $a/ISBN
and $b/PRICE > $b/PRICE

order by $a/TITLE
return <BOOK>{ $a/TITLE, $a/PRICE, $b/PRICE }</BOOK>

Whenever a sequence is sorted, the order of the original sequence is irrelevant
(unless the sort is required to be stable). Opportunities for optimization can be
expressed by introducing unordered expressions, and pushing such expressions
into the computation.

for $a in $am/BOOK,
$b in $bn/BOOK

where $a/ISBN = $a/ISBN
and $b/PRICE > $b/PRICE

order by $a/TITLE
return <BOOK>{ $a/TITLE, $a/PRICE, $b/PRICE }</BOOK>

=
for $x in
unordered(
for $a in $am/BOOK,

$b in $bn/BOOK
where $a/ISBN = $a/ISBN
and $b/PRICE > $b/PRICE

return <BOOK>{ $a/TITLE, $a/PRICE, $b/PRICE }</BOOK>
)

order by $x/TITLE
return $x

=
for $x in
unordered (
for $a in unordered( $am/BOOK ),

$b in unordered( $bn/BOOK )
where $a/ISBN = $a/ISBN
and $b/PRICE > $b/PRICE

return <BOOK>{ $a/TITLE, $a/PRICE, $b/PRICE }</BOOK>
)



order by $x/TITLE
return $x

For some queries that compute a join over a database it is desirable to include
some data that does not appear in both relations. In SQL this is called a “left
outer join”, and SQL includes special statements to support computing such
joins. In XQuery, this may be specified using operations that we have already
discussed.

Here is a query that lists all books available from Amazon and from Barnes
and Noble, followed by all books available from Amazon only.

for $a in $am/BOOK,
$b in $bn/BOOK

where $a/ISBN = $b/ISBN
return <BOOK>{ $a/TITLE, $a/PRICE, $b/PRICE }</BOOK>
,
for $a in $am/BOOK
where not($a/ISBN = $bn/BOOK/ISBN)
return <BOOK>{ $a/TITLE, $a/PRICE }</BOOK>

∈
element BOOK { TITLE, PRICE, PRICE } *
,
element BOOK { TITLE, PRICE } *

11 Nulls and three-valued logic

We don’t always know everything: sometimes data is missing. In recognition of
this SQL supports a special “null” value. In XML, one may support missing data
by simply making the associated element or attribute optional. (XML Schema
also supports a special xsi:nil attribute, but we won’t go into that here.)

The arithmetic operations of XQuery are designed to make it easy to operate
on potentially missing data. In XQuery the arithmetic operations expect each
argument to be either a number or the empty sequence, and if either argument
is the empty sequence then the result is the empty sequence. The design is
motivated, in part, by a desire to mimic the behaviour of arithmetic operators
in SQL when passed null data.

Here is yet another set of declarations for books.

define element BOOKS { element BOOK * }
define element BOOK {
element TITLE of type xs:string ,
element PRICE of type xs:decimal ,
element SHIPPING of type xs:decimal ?

}

Here is some data matching the above.



<BOOKS>
<BOOK>
<TITLE>Data on the Web</TITLE>
<PRICE>40.00</PRICE>
<SHIPPING>10.00</PRICE>

</BOOK>
<BOOK>
<TITLE>XML in Scotland</TITLE>
<PRICE>45.00</PRICE>

</BOOK>
</BOOKS>

Here is a query that lists all books with total cost $50.00.

for $book in document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK
where $book/PRICE + $book/SHIPPING = 50.00
return $book/TITLE

⇒
<TITLE>Data on the Web</TITLE>

If the shipping is missing, then the total cost is unknown, and hence cannot be
equal to $50.00. That is, we have 45.00 + () ⇒() and () = 50.00 ⇒false().

For convenience, there is a function ifAbsent(x,y) that makes it easy to
supply a default value. This function returns the value of x, unless x is the empty
sequence, in which case it returns y.

Here is a query that lists all books with total cost $50.00, where a missing
shipping cost is assumed to be $5.00.

for $book in /BOOKS/BOOK
where $book/PRICE + ifAbsent($book/SHIPPING, 5.00) = 50.00
return $book/TITLE

⇒
<TITLE>Data on the Web</TITLE>,
<TITLE>XML in Scotland</TITLE>

12 Type errors

When evaluating a type system, it is instructive to examine not only those
programs that pass the type checker but also those that fail it. What errors does
the type checker catch?

For this section, it will be helpful to consider a series of similar type decla-
rations. All of the definitions presume an element that contains a sequence of
books.

define element BOOKS { element BOOK * }



For each example we will define the type of book elements, and also possibly a
type of answer elements.

One common kind of error is to select an element or attribute that is not
present. This can happen through misunderstanding or misspelling.

Say we define a book to contain a title and an optional price.

define element BOOK {
element TITLE of type xs:string ,
element PRICE of type xs:decimal ?

}

Here is a query that lists the title and ISBN number of each book.

for $book in document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK return
<ANSWER>{ $book/TITLE, $book/ISBN }</ANSWER>

∈
element ANSWER {
element TITLE of type xs:string

} *

This is not a sensible query, because book is defined to contain a title and a
price, not an ISBN element.

The usual reason for reporting a type error is that evaluation of the expression
may go wrong, for instance, by adding an integer to a string. Here “wrong” is
used in the technical sense of Milner’s motto: “Well-typed programs do not go
wrong”. Achieving this requires a careful definition of “wrong”: we do not define
queries that divide by zero or fail in a “treat as” expression as wrong.

But the expression above is not wrong in this sense! The semantics of the
XPath expression $book/ISBN is perfectly well-defined, it returns the empty
sequence. Similarly, $book/PRICE returns the empty sequence whenever the op-
tional price is absent.

Nonetheless, it is possible to issue a warning. The computation may not be
wrong, but it is wrong-headed. Type inference shows that in this case the type of
the expression $book/ISBN is (), the type of the empty sequence. Why would one
ever want to write an expression that always evaluates to the empty sequence?
There is one such expression that is useful, namely the expression () itself. But
any other expression that has type () is likely to be an error. Note that the
expression $book/PRICE does not have type (), because the type indicates that
a price may be present, and so there would be no warning in that case. The
idea of issuing warnings for expressions with empty type appears to be new with
XQuery.

(Why make it a warning rather than an error? Because there are circum-
stances where it might be reasonable to write such an expression. For instance,
a single query may be used against different data sources with different schemas.
For some schemas an expression might have the empty type, while for other
schemas the same expression might have a non-empty type.)



In many circumstances, types will be declared for both the input and the
output of a query. In this case, the error will be caught even if the mechanism
of issuing warnings is not in effect. Here are input and output type declarations.

define element BOOK {
element TITLE of type xs:string ,
element PRICE of type xs:decimal

}
define element ANSWER {
element TITLE of type xs:string ,
element ISBN of type xs:string

}

Here is the same query as before, modified to explicitly validate its output.

for $book in document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK return
validate {
<ANSWER>{ $book/TITLE, $book/ISBN }</ANSWER>

}

This will report a static error, because the type declared for an answer element
requires it to have both a title and an ISBN number, while the type infrerred
shows that it has only a title.

Of course, the type system also catches errors when an expression does go
wrong, for instance, by adding a boolean to a number. Say that the type for
books is declared as follows.

define element BOOK {
element TITLE of type xs:string ,
element PRICE of type xs:decimal ,
element SHIPPING of type xs:boolean ,
element SHIPCOST of type xs:decimal ?

}

Here is a query that lists the total cost of a book by adding the price and the
shipping.

for $book in document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK return
<ANSWER>{

$book/TITLE,
<TOTAL>{ $book/PRICE + $book/SHIPPING }</TOTAL>

}</ANSWER>

Here the author of the query has gotten confused: the SHIPPING element contains
not the cost of shipping (that is in SHIPCOST), but a boolean indicating whether
shipping charges apply. In this case, the expression may indeed go wrong, and a
static type error occurs in the usual way.

As explained in the previous section, arithmetic operators are specially de-
signed to accommodate null data. If the query writer has forgotten that some



element or attribute is optional, this may again yield a wrong-headed result
without the query actually going wrong. Such errors can often be detected if a
declaration is also provided for the output.

Say that the type of input and output is as follows.

define element BOOK {
element TITLE of type xs:string ,
element PRICE of type xs:decimal ,
element SHIPPING of type xs:decimal ?

}
define element ANSWER {
element TITLE of type xs:string ,
element TOTAL of type xs:decimal

}

Here is a query that lists the title and total cost of each book.

for $book in /BOOKS/BOOK return
validate {
<ANSWER>{
$book/TITLE,
<TOTAL>{ $book/PRICE + $book/SHIPPING }</TOTAL>
}</ANSWER>

}

This time the shipping cost is kept in an element called SHIPPING, but the cost
is optional. If it is not present, the sum yields an empty sequence. However,
the error can be detected because a type has been declared for the answer, and
this type requires that the TOTAL element contains a decimal, and that this is
required not optional.

13 Functions

Functions are straightforward. Say that a book element contains a title, price,
and shipping cost.

define element BOOK {
element TITLE of type xs:string ,
element PRICE of type xs:decimal ,
element SHIPPING of type xs:decimal ?

}

Here is a function that returns the cost of ordering a book.

define function cost ($book as element BOOK) as xs:decimal? {
$book/PRICE + $book/SHIPPING

}



14 Recursion

XML data may have a recursive structure. Such structures may be processed
using recursive functions.

Here are declarations for a recursive part hierarchy.

define element PART {
attribute NAME of type xs:string &
attribute COST of type xs:decimal ,
element PART *

}

Here is some data. The costs are incremental, that is, the cost of assembling the
subparts to yield the part.

<PART NAME="system" COST="500.00">
<PART NAME="monitor" COST="1000.00"/>
<PART NAME="keyboard" COST="500.00"/>
<PART NAME="pc" COST="500.00">
<PART NAME="processor" COST="2000.00"/>
<PART NAME="dvd" COST="1000.00"/>

</PART>
</PART>

Here is a function that computes new values for the cost attribute of each part.
The new value is the total cost.

define function total ($part as element PART) as element PART {
let $subparts := $part/PART/total(.)
return
<PART NAME="$part/@NAME"

COST="$part/@COST + sum($subparts/@COST)">{
$subparts

}</PART>
}

Here is the result of applying the function to the given data.

total(document("part.xml")/PART)
⇒
<PART NAME="system" COST="5000.00">
<PART NAME="monitor" COST="1000.00"/>
<PART NAME="keyboard" COST="500.00"/>
<PART NAME="pc" COST="3500.00">
<PART NAME="processor" COST="2000.00"/>
<PART NAME="dvd" COST="1000.00"/>

</PART>
</PART>



15 Wildcards and computed names

An important aspect of XML is that it is semi-structured: some data may be
strongly constrained as to its structure, while other data is weakly constrained
or totally unconstrained.

Unconstrained data is modelled with the type element. All element types
are included in this type, and one may apply “treat as” expressions to convert
from this type to a more specific type. The type element is a little like the
type object in an object-oriented language, although there is not much that is
object-oriented about XQuery.

Here is a function that swaps all attributes and elements within an element.

define function swap($e as element) as element {
element { name($e) } {
for $x in $e/* return
attribute { name($x) } { data($x) } ,

for $x in $e/@* return
element { name($x) } { data($x) } ,

}
}

This function uses the XPath wildcards $e/* to select all elements in $e and
$e/@* to select all attributes in $e, and the wildcard type element which denotes
the type of all elements. For example,

swap( <BOOK YEAR="2003"><TITLE>XQuery</TITLE></BOOK> )
⇒
<BOOK TITLE="XQuery"><YEAR>2003</YEAR></BOOK>

∈
element

16 XPath and XQuery

The translation of XPath path expressions into XQuery for expressions is a bit
more subtle than previously indicated. Each XPath is guaranteed to return a se-
quence in which nodes appear in document order without duplicates. (Document
order is the order in which the start tags appear, that is, a pre-order traversal.)

In previous sections, we used the following translation.

$root/BOOK/AUTHOR
=
for $dot in $root/BOOK
return $dot/AUTHOR

This works well when each step of the XPath is selecting children. But in general,
each step in an XPath may select arbitrary descendendants, or even ancestors, of
the current node. This mean that in general it is necessary to apply the function



distinct-doc-order, which sorts the nodes into document order and removes
duplicates.

Here is an example of the difference between sorting and not sorting into
document order. Consider the following document.

<WARNING>
<P>
Do <EM>not</EM> press button,
computer will <EM>explode!</EM>

</P>
</WARNING>

Here is an XPath that selects all elements within the document, in document
order.

document("warning.xml")//*
⇒
<WARNING>
<P>
Do <EM>not</EM> press button,
computer will <EM>explode!</EM>

</P>
</WARNING>,
<P>
Do <EM>not</EM> press button,
computer will <EM>explode!</EM>

</P>,
<EM>not</EM>,
<EM>explode!</EM>

Similarly, here is an XPath that selects all the text node descendants of any
element in the document.

document("warning.xml")//*/text()
=
distinct-doc-order(
let $root := document("warning.xml") return
for $dot in $root//* return
$dot/text()

)
⇒
"Do ",
"not",
" press button, computer will ",
"explode!"

But note what happens if sorting in document order is omitted:



let $root := document("warning.xml") return
for $dot in $root//* return
$dot/text()

⇒
"Do ",
" press button, computer will ",
"not",
"explode!"

(This example of a safety-critical application of a sorting function is due to
Michael Kay.)

One consequence of the importance of document order is that each node has
a distinct node identity. Anyone from the functional programming community
might well expect a tree to be characterized solely by its contents. For instance,
recall the following query.

document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK/AUTHOR
⇒
<AUTHOR>Abiteboul</AUTHOR>,
<AUTHOR>Buneman</AUTHOR>,
<AUTHOR>Suciu</AUTHOR>,
<AUTHOR>Buneman</AUTHOR>

Here one might expect the second and fourth nodes to be identical. But in
XQuery they are not at all identical — the former is an author node from the
frist book and the latter is an author node from the second book. They are
distinct, and the former precedes the latter in document order.

One consequence of this is that sharing is reduced and copying is increased.
Consider an expression that wraps the above result sequence in a new element.

<AUTHORS>{
document("books.xml")/BOOKS/BOOK/AUTHOR

}</AUTHORS>
⇒
<AUTHORS>
<AUTHOR>Abiteboul</AUTHOR>,
<AUTHOR>Buneman</AUTHOR>,
<AUTHOR>Suciu</AUTHOR>,
<AUTHOR>Buneman</AUTHOR>

</AUTHORS>

In this case, the author elements are now children of the newly created AUTHORS
element, not of the old BOOK elements. So in order to reflect node identity cor-
rectly, all of the elements must be copied, yielding elements with distinct identity.
In general, this can be quite expensive, and is not at all the sort of thing that
functional programmers are used to. It’s life, Jim, but not as we know it!

Despite node identity being something quite outside the functional program-
ming mainstream, a well-known functional programming trick can be used to



minimize the copying required to maintain node identity. Use a bit in each node
to keep track of whether there is one pointer to it or many: if there is only one
pointer, then it does not need to be copied when it is installed in another node;
if there is more than one pointer, then a (deep) copy is required.

So even though the XML data model is quite different from the usual func-
tional programming approach, ideas from the functional programming commu-
nity prove quite valuable.

17 Conclusions

Galax, an implementation of XQuery constructed by Jérôme Siméon, Mary
Fernández and others, is available from http://db.bell-labs.com/galax/.

Functional programmers pride themselves on the elegance of functional lan-
guages. But there are relatively few functional programmers around to make
such claims.

Anyone who has dealt into XML at all deeply knows that it has many corners
which no one could describe as elegant. These are in part the result of XML
evolving from an earlier standard, SGML, and the need to meet the needs of
many different communities of users. But as a result, XML has many more users
than functional languages.

Many opportunites arise as a result of this. XML has lots of room for im-
provement. XML can benefit by applying ideas from the functional programming
community. XML has many users, so even a small benefit has a big cumulative
effect. And XML will be with us for many years to come, so a little effort now
can have a large impact on the future.

XML needs you!
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